The Accunulation Mode Bipolar Transistor is proposed and investigated for the first tine. The transistor uses the two dinensional hole gas (2DHG) as an ultra thin base layer, which is accunulated at the AIAs barrier -p-collector interface. The transistor shows the conmon-emitter current gain of -30. The theoretical results reveal that by adopting the p-collector rather than the n-collector, and with the higher impurity concentration, the carrier concentration of 2DHG base, the turn-on enitter-base bias, and the punchthrough base-collector bias are inproved drasticalty.
through base-collector bias are inproved drasticalty. bias is set to zero volt. type (IBT) and p-type (Acc Veb=2.lV, Vbc=-0.4V are applied. In the enerry band of the IBT, the n-collector shows the steep slope, while in the Acc BT, the p-collector has the mil-d slope, and at the dip between AlAs barrier and the pcollector, the two dimensional hole is accumulated which works as a thin base. Figure 5 shows the dependence of the carrier concentration of 2DHG base on the emitter-base bias. The base-collector bias is set to zero volt.
The collector type is n or p and the inpurity concentration is used as a parameter. By adopting the pcollector rather than n-collector, and with the higher inpurity concentration, the turn-on enitter-base bias which needs to induce the 2DHG (>3x1010 /cn2) decreased drastically from -1.7V to -0.5V. This is because, the higher the impurity concentration of the p-collector, the builtin potential of the p-collector -1+ emitter junction becomes higher (see Fig. 3(b) Sinilarly, the punch-through basecollector bias which makes the 2DHG base vanished (<gx10tO /cm2) is inproved from -4V to -8V by adopting the p-collector rather than n-collector and with the higher inpurity concentration as shown in Fig G. The nain reason of the inproved punch-through bias is that the higher the impurity concentration, the 2DHG concentration becomes higher (see FiS. 5), therefore the punchthrough bias becomes larger.
Conclusion
Accunulation Mode Bipolar Transistor is proposed and investigated for the first time. The experimental and theoretical results show that by adopting the p-collector rather than n-coll-ector, the output conductance is inproved more than two tines, the enitterbase turn-on bias becomes snaller from -L.7V to -0.5V, and the punch-through bias is inproved from 4V to 8V. Lett . Vol .7 ,p .627,1986 concentration of Base-collector Collector is n-BT).
